Social And Political Philosophy: Classical Western Texts In Feminist And Multicultural Perspectives
This anthology, with general and reading-specific introductions by the editor, puts the historical development of Western social and political philosophy into both feminist and multicultural perspectives. Each of the book’s sections provides a basic foundation of classic Western readings, followed by articles with feminist and multicultural perspectives.
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**Customer Reviews**

Used in my Social/Political Science class in college, it gives a great variety of exposure to many various philosophers. Then, after each is the feminist perspective in modern context. It’s a great source for broad brush exposure, but for more thorough reading, I would go elsewhere. I did keep the book though, makes a good reference once in a while.

Shipped very quickly, I received the book several weeks before the semester. I am very happy with my purchase. Item was just as described.

I purchased the book with more than enough time to receive before my class started and then never received the book. I sent several emails and never got a response when following up to see why I did not get the book. Not reliable at all!!!! Forced me to scramble to get the book elsewhere and cram for my test at the last minute.
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